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Logo Suite

The updated logo improves the engagement through the 
use of turquoise in the modified globe. We found that this 
also communicates confidence, wonder and strength.

A minimum logo size ensures that the legibility of the logo 
is not compromised.

To ensure legibility in print form, the logo should not 
be printed or shared digitally in a size smaller than the 
numerals below. 

Print
H = 12mm
W = 22mm

Digital
H = 9mm
W = 15mm
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Logo Usage

The logo must always have a minimum space of ‘x’ 
surrounding it. The ‘x’ is determined by the thickness of 
the ‘GA’ as shown below. This exclusion zone will help 
in offering breathing space for the logo and also ensure 
legibility.

DON’T place text within the exclusion zones.

DO place text outside the exclusion zones.

The logotype must also have a minimum space of ‘x’ 
surrounding it. The ‘x’ for logotypes is determined by the 
width of the letter ‘Gen’. This exclusion zone will help in 
keeping the text legible.
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Logo Suite

A mixture of turquoise, black and white backgrounds are 
involved in the website and overall brand. Therefore, the 
logo must be altered to suit these backgrounds so that it 
always stands out.

When put against a turquoise background, all turquoise 
type within the logo must be converted to white. Black 
stays the same unless put against a black background. In 
this case, black type is converted to white. These are all 
visualised on this page.

Colour Options



Logo Suite

It is integral that the identity of the logo is consistent 
throughout all brand applications. To avoid 
misrepresentations of the logo, make sure to follow the 
list shown below.

Logo Misuse

DON’T manipulate the relationship 
between the abreviation and logotype.

DON’T use a different font for the 
logotype.

DON’T stretch the logo in any shape or 
form.

DON’T outline the logo.

DON’T rotate the logo.

DON’T crop photos or patterns through 
the logo and/or logotype.

DON’T change the colour to something 
outside of the colour palette.

DON’T use the logotype without the 
globe.

DON’T apply a gradient to the 
abreviation or logotype.



Typography

Aa
ABCDEFGHIJKLMN
OPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmn
opqrstuvwxyz

Aa
ABCDEFGHIJKLMN
OPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmn
opqrstuvwxyz

Aa
ABCDEFGHIJKLMN
OPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmn
opqrstuvwxyz

Heading
Font: Georgia Regular
Point Size: 42pt
Leading: 45

Subheading
Font: Gotham Medium
Point Size: 18pt - 24pt
Leading: 22pt - 26pt 

Body
Font: Gotham Book
Point Size: 12pt
Leading: 14pt 

Georgia
Regular

Georgia
Medium

Gotham
Light

Heading
Subheading
Ceaque este am faccus restin esent.
Pudi quis volorum am consendae 
pro ipsanit et qui ditaque maio blaut 
maioriatur rescit fugiae volorae 
ssiminu llorerc iendipidunt quatia dis 
sus a nonest, offici officat iuritaquis 
arionsed qui volessi deliqui dolentur, 
a sedis ut laut ea voluptiur aut 
inisquodipic tem eribuscil moluptate 
ex et hil enimi, sit, se ni comnisi te 
volo od quam dolum as.



Colour Palette

#55c8e9
This dominating colour 
will help in popping 
Gen Advisory’s identity.

#b5b5b6
This colour will contrast 
the blue for balance and 
visual weight.

#b8d159
This colour will contrast 
the blue for balance and 
visual weight.

#000000
This colour will contrast 
the blue for balance 
and visual weight.

#ffffff
This colour will contrast 
the blue for balance 
and visual weight.
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Within the span of a screen - desktop, laptop, 
tablet or mobile - black cannot take up more than 
30%. White is always dominant in relation to the 
background. The body text is always black - which 
is not included in the 30% rule. Turquoise breaks 
up extensive white on the page along with grey. 
Turquoise, black and grey can play the role of a 
coloured banner but the chosen colour depends on 
the existing dominant colours. 

The colour palette is an integral element that you 
must follow to ensure brand consistency. The 
previous colour palette has been slightly adjusted 
in order to work visually with the new secondary 
palette.

The primary colour palette will be the main crux 
of the identity. It will be the dominating tone in 
emphasising vibrancy.

The secondary colour palette will elevate the tone 
of the identity to be more vibrant. The secondary 
would be only used predominantly within the 
imagery.

Primary Palette

Secondary Palette

Display

All body text is black. The subheaders can range 
between grey and turquoise. Buttons can range in 
colour but hover is always grey.

Type



Throughout the brand, solid colours are involved. 
There are blocks of turquoise, grey, green and black. 
If the colouring is too overpowering due to existing 
surrounding colour, transparency is added. Below, you 
see 100% colour compared to 75% and 59%.

This is applied so that the information infront of the 
colours are easier to read or gives it a higher heirarchy 
in comparison to the colour. Transparency can also be 
applied when blocks are being placed in front of images 
for a hued effect.

Colour Palette

Transparency



Imagery 

As seen in the example below, all imagery across the 
brand have a grey/white/blue hue to add a modern 
atmosphere to its surrounding space. This effect is 
corporate and fresh, and provides visual clarity for the 
viewer.

Lines play a role throughout the brand, to split up text 
and imagery to make the overall page visually clean. An 
example of how it is used is seen on this page as well as 
below - straight from the website itself. 

Every line throughout the brand must be 3 point 
thickness for visual consistency. There must be a space 
of 20 milimetres surrounding the lines.

*Work in progress based on requirements of website



Imagery 

To add visual interest throughout the brand, and to make 
the website pages especially appealing, while following 
the criteria of or ‘text light’ website, I have implemented 
the following graphics.

There must always be white reaching a maximum of 
2 sides of the square. Green is implemented when the 
space is lacking overall colour. Otherwise 2 colours is 
fine - however this is also dependent on the surrounding 
colours. If there is more than 20% of a colour in view, do 
not include it in the graphic. 

The graphics are always squared. They sit either with 
text sitting above it or on its own, if a space is needing 
visual enhancement. 

*Work in progress based on requirements of website



Contact

For any further questions, please contact: 

Thank You

Eleni Aroney eleni.aroney@gnad.com.au


